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 2.avi so that the output file would be file1.avi file2.avi file3.avi file4.avi file5.avi file6.avi Can this be done? A: You can use
find to search directories recursively: find -name file*.avi -print0 | while read -r f; do ffmpeg -i $f ffmpeg -i $f -f null - | awk

'{print $1}' done You might want to consider to use find. -name "file*" or find. -name "*file*" if you want to recursively search
the current directory as well. I use here the -print0 and -0 to allow the find command to split lines and to not use pipes instead of
newlines. You can use also -exec instead of a while loop. But it would be nicer to split the process in several scripts/commands.

The Great Pacific War The Great Pacific War is a 1942 American drama film directed by Lloyd Bacon and starring Gary
Cooper, Gene Tierney, and Richard Carlson. Plot summary After winning the war in Europe, the United States and its allies turn

their attention to the Pacific theater of war. This movement leads to the planned invasion of the Philippines, where the
Americans first encounter the Japanese. The first part of the film focuses on the final weeks of the Japanese buildup to the main
attack on the US Army forces in the Philippines, the Battle of Bataan. The second part, while centered on a different action, is a

moralistic depiction of how the Americans suffered at the hands of the Japanese, who generally respected the Americans'
democratic traditions, but later showed brutality in their treatment of POWs. Cast Gary Cooper as Lt. Gen. Jonathan
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Wainwright Gene Tierney as Lt. Cmdr. Linda Randolph Richard Carlson as Lt. Fred McManus Adrian Morris as T/Sgt. Robert
Edward Morris Marc Lawrence as Lt. Roger Scipio Arthur Treacher as Capt. Caleb Pray Henry Daniell as General MacArthur
Syd Saylor as Gen. Joseph Stilwell George Ernest as Sgt. Doc Beauregard Jack Norton as Capt. Charles Russell Pete Donald as

Lt. Charles Benedict Harry Davenport as Lt 520fdb1ae7
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